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BANACH BUNDLES OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

AND AN INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION THEOREM

BY

ANTHONY KAREL SEDA

Abstract. A construction is given of a Banach bundle p: A -> X whose fibres are

spaces of continuous functions which vanish at infinity. A Riesz type integral

representation theorem is established which describes all functional on A.

1. Introduction. Mappings p: A — X, loosely called bundles, whose fibres are

endowed with Banach space structures have been encountered in analysis for some

considerable time. For example, direct integrals of Hilbert spaces and fields of

operators arise naturally in considering unitary representations of topological groups.

In this context, X is a measure space and A is the set-theoretic union of Hilbert

spaces Ax, x E X; one is primarily concerned here with forming L2 spaces of cross

sections. A similar situation arises in describing representations of a topological

group induced from representations of its subgroups. In this case, X is a coset space

equipped with a measure (-class) and again one forms a type of L2 space of sections.

However, this process involves complications from a measure-theoretic point of view

and these tend to obscure the construction.

A conceptually clearer approach to this inducing process has been provided by

Fell [4, 5]. In Fell's setting, A and X are topological spaces, p is continuous and open

and p: A -» X is required to satisfy certain natural axioms making it a Banach

bundle. Essentially the same object is used in representing a C*-algebra a by sections

of a bundle (or sheaf) of C*-algebras over the primitive ideal space A' of a. This

point of view has been extensively developed over the last decade by Dupré, Fell,

Hofmann, Mulvey et al.

Our immediate goal here is to give the construction of a Banach bundle (Theorem

1) which parallels the classical Banach space C0(X), of continuous functions which

vanish at infinity on X, and to describe the functionals defined on it (Theorem 2).

Our description amounts to a version of the Riesz representation theorem in the

bundle context, and was inspired by the application which we give in §4 to prove

continuity of the convolution product defined there. This product arises in the study

of induced representations of groups and has been treated in some detail in [6]. It is

worth noting, too, that Theorem 2 is to some extent complementary to the version of

the Hahn-Banach theorem given by Burden in [3] for normed linear spaces in the

category of sheaves on X.
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2. Banach bundles of continuous functions. Given a locally compact space Y, we

shall employ the following notation: k(Y) denotes the space of complex valued

continuous functions in Y with compact support; for compact K Ç Y, k(Y, K)

denotes the subspace of k(Y) consisting of those functions whose support is inside K

equipped with the uniform norm; C0(Y) denotes the uniform-norm completion of

k(Y), that is, the space of continuous functions on Y which vanish at infinity.

Suppose q: Y -» X is continuous, open and surjective, where X and Y are locally

compact Hausdorff. For each x E X let Yx denote the fibre q~x(x) of q and let

Ax = C0(YX) equipped with the uniform norm, 11 \\x. Let A = U xexAx and let p:

A -» X be the projection defined by p~x(x) = Ax. Given <b E k(Y), there is an

induced cross sectional function <j>: X -» A defined by <j>(x) = <¡> \Y. In fact,

4»(x) E k(Yx), 4>, = 4>2 if, and only if, <f>, = <p2 and the set r = [<j>; <b E k(Y)} forms

a complex vector space.

Theorem 1. (i) For each x E X, the set {<f>(x); <i> G T} is dense in Ax.

(ii) For each <j> E T, the numerical function || <¡>(x)\\ x is continuous on X.

(in)/?: A -> X is a Banach bundle and each (f> is continuous and is, hence, a section of

P-

Proof, (i) Suppose/ G k(Yx). Then the support of/is compact in Y and so/can

be extended by the Tietze extension theorem to a function <b E k(Y). Hence

<i>(x) —fand (i) follows.

(ii) Let K be a compact neighbourhood of the support of <b in Y, let x E X be

fixed and suppose e > 0. For any a E Kx = K H Yx there is, by continuity of <j>, a

neighbourhood U(a) of a in Y, with U(a) E int(K), such that | <b(a) - <b(ß)\<e/2

for all ß G U(a). Moreover, the U(a) can be taken to be maximal with these

properties. By compactness of Kx and openness of q, finitely many of these

neighbourhoods i/(ay), j= 1,2,...,ai, cover Kx and C\"=xq(U(a.j)) is a

neighbourhood of x in X.

Claim. There is a neighbourhood O of x in X, O E D ", q(U(a/)), with the

property that supp(<i>(j7)) E U "=1 U(af) whenever^ G O.

If no such O exists, there is a net _yx -> x in X and a net ax in K such that:

0)4(«a) = yx for each A.

(2)|^(ox)-*(ay.)|>e/2forallX,y= 1,2,...,ai.

Since K is compact, there is a subnet aX/1 of ax converging in K to ß, say, in which

case q(aXjl) converges to q(ß) in X and it follows that q(ß) — x, since q(aXji) is a

subnet of >>x. But then | </>(ß) — $(«,) |> e/2 f°r eacn /> which is a contradiction

since ß G Kx. This proves the claim.

Let O be a neighbourhood of x satisfying the claim and let y E O. Let ß' and a'

be elements of supp((/>) which achieve ||<¡>(y)\\ and ||^(x)||, respectively. Then for

any j such that ß' G U(ctj) we have \<p(ß') — <b(a)\< s for all a E U(<Xj), from

which we obtain \<b(ß')\<\<b(a')\+e. Similarly, \<b(a')\<\<p(ß')\+£ and so

| 11^(^)11 - \\<p(x)\\ |<eforall^ G O, as required.

(iii) This follows from [4, Proposition 1.6].
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3. Integral representation of functionals on A. In this section we shall establish our

main result, giving an integral representation of functionals defined on the Banach

bundle A constructed in §2.

Let M+ (Y) denote the cone of all positive measures on Y endowed with the vague

topology of Bourbaki [2], in which a net /tx of measures converges to ¡u. if, and only

if, ux(/) -» ju(/) for each/G k(Y). We shall identify any Baire measure [1] on Y

with the positive functional (that is, the measure in the sense of Bourbaki) it

determines and vice versa using the classical Riesz representation theorem.

Now suppose that for each x E X we have Baire measure ¡ix on Y with

supp(ux) E Yx and that M: X-* M+(Y), M(x) = ¡ix, is vaguely continuous. This

latter requirement is equivalent to the continuity of the scalar function jttx(/) on X

for each f E k(Y).

Proposition 1. Let H = {nx;x E X}. Then H is a vaguely bounded subset of

M+(Y).

Proof. Let K E Y be compact, let C be a compact neighbourhood of K and use

Urysohn's lemma to obtain a nonnegative <í> G k(Y) such that <b = 1 on AT and

supp(<i>) E C. Let MK = supfji^if.); x G X}. Then for any ¡ix G H and/ G k(Y, K),

we have

|M,(/)|<M,(|/|)<M»(ll/ll+)<^jf U/H

and the result follows from [2, §1, No. 9, Proposition 15].

Definition. Let p: E -» X be any Banach bundle over X and let g (either C or R )

denote the scalar field of each of the Banach spaces Ex. Then a map T: E -» g is

called a functional if Tx — T\E is a linear functional on Ex for each x E X. In the

case E — A, as in §2, a functional T will be called positive if Tx is positive for each

xEX.

It will be convenient to record here one fact concerning the topology of the total

space F of a Banach bundle p: E -» X, where X is locally compact Hausdorff. Given

any point eEE, there exists a section a of p passing through e in the sense that

a(p(e)) = e. This basic result, due to Douady and dal Soglio-Hérault, can be found

in the appendix of [5]. It follows that sets of the type W = W(a, V, e) =

{s E E; p(s) E V,\\s — o(p(s))\\ < e} form a neighbourhood base at e, where e > 0

and Fis a neighbourhood of p(e).

Proposition 2. Let p: E -» X be a Banach bundle and T: E -> C a continuous

functional. Then \\TX\\ is locally bounded on X.

Proof. Since T is continuous at the origin O(x) of Ex and the zero section O is

continuous, there is an e > 0 and a neighbourhood F of j such that

T(W(0, V, e)) E D, where D is the unit disc. By linearity of the Ty the set

{s G E;p(s) E V, IUII <2} = 2W/e is mapped by T inside 2D/e. Hence,

\\Ty\\ «S 2/e for all y- G Fas required.
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Returning to p: A -> X as in §2 we prove

Theorem 2. Suppose T: A -» C is a continuous positive functional on A. Then there

exists a unique family H = [p.x',x E X) of Baire measures ¡ix on Y such that:

(I) Hx is bounded and supp([ix) E Yx.

(2) Huji = iirji.
(3) The function \\fix\\ is locally bounded on X.

(4) M: X -> M+(Y), where M.(x) — fix, is vaguely continuous.

(5)T(f) = ixpU)(f)forallfEA.
Conversely, if H is a family of Baire measures on Y satisfying (1), (3) and (A), then

the expression (5) determines a continuous positive functional on A satisfying (2).

Proof. Since Tx is a bounded linear functional on C0(YX) there exists, by the

classical theory, a unique bounded Baire measure ¡x,x on Yx such that Tx(f) = p,x(f)

for all/ G Ax. We may regard nx as a Baire measure on F with support contained in

Yx in the usual way, and so (1) and (5) follow and (2) also by the classical theory.

Since (3) now follows from Proposition 2, it remains to establish (4). Let <b E k(Y);

then <f>: X — A is continuous by Theorem 1. Hence the composite T<b is continuous

and (T<j>)(x) = p,x(<b). Thus, M is vaguely continuous.

Conversely, suppose (ux;x G X) satisfies (1), (3) and (4). Then the expression

Tx(f) — f-x(f), /G Ax, determines a positive functional on A which satisfies (2).

For continuity of T, let / G Ax be arbitrary and suppose e > 0. By (3) there is a

positive number B and a neighbourhood V of x in X such that ||!T || < B for all

y E V. By Theorem 1 there is a <j> G T such that || / - $(x)\\ < e/(4(B + 1)). Next

observe that the function F<j>: X -» C is continuous by (4), and so, by shrinking V if

necessary, we can suppose that | (T<j>)(y) — (T(j>)(x) |< e/2 for all y E V. Finally,

let W — W(§, V, e/AB); then IF is a neighbourhood of /in A and if s G W, we have

||í — <i>(p(s))\\ < e/AB. Hence, whenever s E W,

| Ts - F/H Ts - T($(p(s))) I +| (T^)p(s) - (T$)x\ +\(T*)x - Tf\

< II Wl l|s - ¿(P(*))H + £/2 + HFJI H(x) -/||

< Be/AB + e/2 + Be/A(B + I) < e.

Thus, T is continuous and the proof is complete.

4. The convolution algebra k(G). Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff topological

groupoid over X and let {¡J.x;x E X) be a Haar measure on G (see [6] and [7]). We

shall make the following

Assumption. M: X -» M+ (G), where M(x) = ¡ix, is vaguely continuous.

Under this assumption it follows that the initial and final maps 77, it':(?-> X are

open mappings. This fact is due to J. Westman (see [6, Proposition 2.4]).

Now suppose/, g E k(G) and define their convolution product f * g by

(S*g)(ct)=jS(ß)g(ß-i«)dpv,(a)(ß)
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for each a E G. This section will be devoted to applying Theorem 2 to prove

Theorem 3. The multiplication * endows k(G) with the structure of an associative

algebra over C.

4.1 Remarks concerning Theorem 3. This theorem clearly generalises the group

case, and the first form of the theorem to do this was given in [9]. However,

Westman assumes that G is locally trivial and his Haar measure is essentially

different from ours. The next version was given by us, see [8] and the references

there, again assuming G locally trivial, and also in the case of the groupoid

associated with a transformation group. The final and present form of the theorem

was first published in [6] and obtained independently by us. However, the proof we

give below is quite different from Renault's and brings out the bundle-theoretic

nature of the problem. Renault shows, in fact, that (k(G), *) is a topological algebra

in the inductive limit topology on k(G) determined by the k(G, K),K EG compact.

One may find in [6] and its references a treatment of the role played by k(G) in the

Murray-von Neumann group measure space construction, and also in the work of

Effros and Hahn on transformation group C* algebras.

4.2 Proof of Theorem 3. The only nontrivial steps in the proof concern * . If

supp(/) = K and supp(g) = L, it is easy to see that supp(/* g) is contained in the

compact set K ■ L, which is the image under the composition law in G of K X L.

Moreover, once we have shown f * gis continuous, associativity of * follows by the

invariance of the measures ¡ix and an application of Fubini's theorem. We content

ourselves with proving that/ * g is continuous.

Let C be a compact neighbourhood of the support, K, of / and let $ be a

continuous real valued nonnegative function on G such that <£> — 1 on K and

supp($) E C. Let ¡í'x be the scalar product Ou^ for each x E X. Then ¡i'x is bounded,

supp(u'x) E Yx, ||/i'J| is locally bounded by Proposition 1 and ¡i'x is vaguely

continuous in x. Let p: A -> X be the bundle constructed as in Theorem 1 relative to

the map q — tr': G -» X, and let T: A -» C be the functional provided by Theorem 2

relative to the measures ¡x'x.

For each aEG define Fa by Fa(ß) =f(ß)g(ß~la) for all ß such that

ir'(ß) = ir'(a). Then Fa E A, supp(Fa) E K and it is clear that (/* g)(a) = T(Fa).

So it suffices to show that the function «b Fa mapping G into A is continuous, since

T is continuous.

Suppose a0 E G and 7r'(a0) — y0. Let <j> be a section of p passing through Fa with

supp($) E C and let W = W(<p, V, e) be a basic neighbourhood of Fa . Now

||Fa - *(*'(a))|| = sup |/(ß)g(/T'«) - </>(ß) I
ß

and this vanishes at a = a0. By precisely the same argument as used to prove

Theorem 1(h), there is a neighbourhood O of a0 in G such that if a G O, then

\f(ß)g(ß~l«) - <?(ß)\< e/2 for all ß G O such that /T1« is defined, in which case

II Fa — <i>(77-'(ci))ll < e and so Fa is continuous in a as required.
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